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REPORT OF THE RETURN SESSION OF THE RESPONSIBILITY TO

SEMINAR

DATE:  26TH-27TH NOVEMBER, 2013

VENUE: BOLTON WHITE HOTELS, ABUJA

INTRODUCTION

The return session of the ‘Responsibility to Report’seminar commenced with an informal meeting held

during the cocktails by the pool side of the Bolton white Hotels on the 25th of November, 2013. 

WELCOME ADDRESS

The convener Femke Van Zeijl introduced the programme once again. She invited Dr. Hashim from the

dRPC to give the welcoming remarks. In his welcome address Dr. Hashim thanked the participants on

behalf of the partners for honouring the invitation. He briefly reminded the participants of the activities

they carried out in June and wished them a very fruitful deliberation. 

         

                                  Dr Yahaya Hashim giving the opening remarks at the seminar

Recapitulation of June’s Seminar and Programme Return Session 
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The convener Femke Van Zeijl  recounted the June’s seminar.  The participants were reminded of the

press release and personal goals they developed during the seminar. She, then, asked all the participants to

retrieve the personal goals developed by them. They were divided into four (4) groups. The Guidelines on

communication in times of conflict was presented to the participants and were asked to discuss about their

experience with regards to the personal goals since the last time they met in June. After the discussion, the

anchor selected one participant from the first table to stand up and tell the house what they discussed with

his colleagues:

 A participant said that his colleague told him that as a journalist he is now investigating his reports

thoroughly before giving it out to the editor. The Journalist confirmed what his colleague said about him

and went ahead to share a story he reported which almost got him arrested.

 Another participant said that his colleague told him that he is using now Facebook to respond to

people request.  

 

 One of the participants, a staff with a Radio station based in Abuja, told the gathering about how he

reported a story of a staff of FCMB who was caught withdrawing peoples’ money for his personal use.

 He also shared a story of how he reported Apo killings in Abuja. He said that there was a time

when he had to contact one of the PRO’s he met during the June seminar for clarifications.

Femke Van zeijl was very happy that the participants maintained contact even after the last seminar. She

then asked each table to brainstorm on the points they discussed earlier, agree on two or three points and

nominate one person to make presentations on their behalf.

The groups presented the following points:

Group A

 Persistent fear of the unknown, using the social media: Group A raised the fact that some people

especially  the  Government  employees  are  afraid  of  using  the  social  media  because  of  fear  that  the

information they upload may be used against them or against the government.  One of the participants told

his colleagues that he became more afraid of the media when some obscene pictures posted by a very

senior police officer went viral in the facebook.

 However, all the participants agreed that the use of the social media is very effective, faster, credible and

no bribes.
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 Hisba board launched online: It was stated by a Hisba official that the board is in the process of

establishing a website page, facebook and twitter accounts.

 Challenges to get human interest: it was raised that media reports should pay more attention to

human interest stories. They should have human interest in their reporting activities.

GROUP B

Group B looked at issues as it affects the importance of social media

 The group agreed that the social media has come to stay.

 It should be embraced by all.

 The seminar improved the capacity of investigating and balancing reporting.

GROUP C

The group discussed  on how government  officials  could  better  relate  to  the  media  without  giving  or

receiving money to cover their stories.

 More investigative and balanced reporting: one of the groups advised that there is need to talk to all

sides before publication of any report. 

 Bribes do not guarantee publication, professional communication does:  one of the participants said

that the Government still finds it difficult to relate with media freely. They still like hiding information

from the media. It was equally stated that some media personnel would not print anything without being

given envelopes. To avoid that, the presenter advised the Government employees to be sending news to

the editors directly.

The convener Femke Van Zeijl while commenting on this issue said it is quite clear from the presentation

that bribery does not guarantee publication and that there is need for more professional training on public

relation for the Police officers.

The participants agreed that the use of social media to release press release reduces brown envelope.

GROUP D

 Social media helps to disseminate information quickly

 The  participants  agreed  that  the  use  of  social  media  to  release  press  release  reduces  brown

envelope syndrome.

 Reporting all sides of stories is important but also critical.

From the presentation made by the groups, the following points were noted:
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a. Persistent fear (fear of the unknown) of the social media;

b. Hisba launched online;

c. Challenges to get human interest stories

d. Use of social media is effective

e. More investigative and balance reporting

f. Bribes don’t guarantee publication, professional communication does.

g. More professionalism in public relation;

h. Social media: faster, credible, no bribes

i. Regardless of implications talk to all sides

j. Report about all sides despite challenges

The participants were asked to paste their sticky notes in the news room. The convener also stated all the

points raised by the groups can be related to the guidelines developed by the participants during the last

seminar in June. She went further to state that although we spoke about how to communicate during crises

but we did not speak about what to report.  According to her this  problem can be clearly seen when

reporting a casualty. The number of casualty given by the government is, in most cases, below the actual

number in reality. She added that there are times when you will call the Police Public Relation Officer

number and they will tell you that he is not on seat or that he is on leave.

In concluding her remarks, she said that we should all be careful about the language we use in reporting

especially  during conflicts  as it  can easily heat up the polity and that we should always use the fire

extinguisher to put off fire of crises.

CONFLICT  ANALYSIS  REVISITED  BY  DR.  ABDUL  RAUF  MUSTAPHA,

QUEEN ELIZABETH HOUSE, OXFORD UNVERSITY

Dr. Abdul Rauf made a research presentation on the topic titled “UNTOLD STORIES’’: The Informal

Economy and Religious Conflict in Northern Nigeria”.by Kate Meagher- International Development. 

Dr. Abdul Rauf started by telling the participants that a foreigner coming to Northern there are to Nigeria,

must consider these factors: a) Security  b) Culture c) Religion

He said  there  are  good and bad stories  about  the  Northern  Nigeria.  He mentioned  the  video of  the

renowned Nigerian writer Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie titled “The Danger of the Single story”.  He posed
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a rhetoric question “Do we report conflict like ‘The Single Story’? Do we bring out the complexities of

the situation?” 

According Dr. Abdul Rauf, the best way to describe the Northern Nigeria is a place where ordinary people

live their ordinary lives. Life in the North is not just about conflict. There are untold Stories in Northern

Nigeria that remind us of the dangers of the ‘Single Story’.  According to Dr. Abdul Rauf this research

has 3 core findings:

• Ability of informal occupational associations to maintain inter-religious cooperation amid conflict.

• Ethnically specialized associations as resistant to conflict as mixed associations 

• Efforts to tax informal economy contributing to conflict rather than cohesion

He gave a brief background of the two states:

The research centered on Kano and Kaduna (Kano state  is  over 1,000 years old with 15% Christian

minorities settlers and Kaduna state on the other hand was founded in 1913 with 40% Christian indigenes.

According to the research, Kano state is facing the problem of religious diversity while Kaduna state is

facing the problem of religious polarization.

Methodology

– 9 Associations were interviewed

– 25 rank and file inf. actors

– Survey of 110 informal operators across 2 cities

According to the research three categories of activities were observed: in Kano state:

1. Complementarity: (Motorcycle taxi)

-  Majority of Okada riders in Kano are Muslims and most of their customers are Christians. When the

state government tried to ban carrying women on motorcycles, The Christian customers were supporting

the Okada riders to evade the authorities from being arrested. 

- The association is headed by Muslims and has close link with its national body. The executives are all

Muslims. It is a national top-down association.

2. Competition:  Tyre traders
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There are two different tyre markets in Kano; the first market which is largely dominated by Igbos is

located in Sabon Gari while the second one which is largely dominated by the Hausas is located in Fagge

Quarters, Kano.

a. There are two separate Muslim and Christian associations in the state

b. Bottom-up based on indigenous  Hausa/Igbo guild systems (Hausa guild weak)

3. Conflict:  Goats’ head soup sellers

a. Beer snack, butchers Muslim

b. Bottom-up Christian beer parlour association and Muslim butchers’ association 

In Kaduna state:

1. Complementarity: Tailors

- Religiously mixed participation: there are types of embroidery which are only done by the Muslims and

there are other types which can only be done by the Christians.

-There are two 2 mixed Tailors Unions, 1 Muslim only

2. Competition:  Motorcycle Taxis

- Mixed participation, operation across Muslim and Christian areas

-National top down association, mixed State executive and membership

3. Conflict:  Goats’ head sellers

-Christian goat meat sellers work with Muslim butchers, supply beer parlours 

-Religiously separate associations.

CROSS-ETHNIC COOPERATION

• Collaboration across religious lines, in all activity categories: credit, mutual services, long-term

customers,  attend each other’s ceremonies.  This was situation before the crises but now it  seems the

situation has changed.

• Institutional Convergence  based on shared interests:  Okada resisted shari’a; Hausa tyre adapt

Igbo  business  strategies;  Igbo  use  shari’a  courts  in  orderto  recover  debts  from their  fellow Muslim
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business men, settle Hausa apprentices. Igbo/Christian association negotiates taxes and collect in bulk for

local government.

Igbo/Christian associations negotiate taxes and collect in bulk for LG

• Mutual protection:  during  times  of  riots/conflicts  business  associates  offer  protection  to  their

fellow businessmen.  Dr.  Abdul  Rauf cited  the example  of  a  woman who was seen in  the middle  of

butchers in the market in Kano. When she was asked: Don’t you fear for your life? She said she feels at

home.  Another  example  is  the case  of  the tyre  dealers  where  they maintained a  very close business

relationship.

System of Taxation

It has been observed that the despite the fact that Sabon Gari  tyre sellers pay higher taxes than their

Hausa colleagues at Fagge behind Triumph but the condition of the Fagge market is far better than that of

sabon Gari Market. Dr. AbdulRauf urged the journalists to report this kind of issues so that they can be

addressed by the Government.

Finally,  he  advised  the  participants  especially  the  media  personnel  to  take  the  following  issues  into

consideration when reporting conflicts:

• Newsroom deadlines must be met, but can we try to ask more questions and not just report the

obvious?

• Most situations have good and bad aspects, but we tend to report only one side.

• Human Angle stories abound to draw attention to our complex interdependence. Let us use them.

• We can also use our media to warn about consequences of some actions, e.g. unequal taxation.

• We can highlight some of the potential problems so as to avoid them

• If we tell a single story, there is a danger that we are denying people the reality- Chimamanda’s

advice

QUESTION

Malcolm Oteri (Editor DRTV Warri) asked if he reports the unequal taxation issue and a riot broke up as

a result wouldn’t he be blamed for the reporting.

Answer: The convener referred back the questioner to a point in the guideline which states that the media

should mind their language in reporting. 

CONTRIBUTIONS

Nwakpa O. Nwakpa (Head Comm. NRCS): It is important to report citizens residing in that part of the

state and their needs.
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Ballama Mustapha (Project Manager Herwa comm. Devt. Initiative) Reporters should always try to

separate opinion from facts. He further stated that the unequal taxation issue is happening in every part of

the country. Balancing, fairness and accurate reporting to the public should always be done.

Brig. General Olukolade (Director, Defence Headquarters): Stated that the use of human angle story

can help in the cause of reporting.

Dr.  Hashim Yahaya  (dRPC): Highlighted  that  part  of  the  function  of  the  media  is  education  and

information  sharing  to  the  public.  People  have a  sense of  fairness  if  they know. It’s  the  absence  of

education and information that cause violence.

Femke Van Zeijl (Convener); narrated her experience at Darfur, where rape was used as a weapon of

war. She met some of the victims and interviewed them. According to her human interest stories also

makes the victim full human again. 

HOW TO GET YOUR STORY PUBLISHED WITH MEDIA

This session was presented by Mr Iyobosa Uwugiaren, Director, Leadership Newspapers.

 Mr. Iyabosa started by saying that some people believed it is only when they give bribe to the journalists

that their news get published.  He refuted such claim and said that in so far as you know how to use media

effectively, there is no need to pay money before you get your report published.

He said that there are some salient features that should be noted for effective use of media:

1. Understand the operational philosophy of the organization you intend to use. Knowing that will

give you a vivid strategy of how to use the media.

2. Know what makes news to journalists such as fresh information and what may interest the readers.

They are not interested in press statement.

3. It is equally important to know how to push for your news to be published. This is very simple; just

try to make news catchy and interesting.

4. Some CEO doesn’t  know when to organise a  press  conference.  Deadline  is  very  important  to

journalist.

5. It is also quite pertinent to note that the best time to organize press conference is 8: 00am – 12:

00pm especially on Sundays. He said Friday is not a good day to organize a press conference.

HOW TO WRITE A PROFESSIONAL PRESS RELEASE

 A professional press release should be about 5 to 6 paragraphs.

 It should be dully signed with the name of person sending it.

 The person issuing the press release should write his phone number and email address. 
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 Your report should not be geared towards promoting your personal interest.

He advised the police and the government to be good source for the journalists and they will never dump

their news. He gave example of Alh. Garba Shehu Special Assistant to the former Vice President Alh

Atiku Abubakar on media.  He was a very good source to the media.

He also advised the Police Public Relation officers to give tips to the media and they will always oblige

them. As a PRO /CEO, you should know that you are not the only source of information in your office.

Some of your subordinates may be more informed than you and they may be willing to share your secrets.

He gave example of how the information he got on Bode George from his subordinate nailed him down as

the head of the Nigerian ports Authority (NPA).

Lastly, he urged the government personnel to be courteous to reporters. He gave example of an

incident when Vice President called him to wish him happy birthday on his birthday.  

The year of hash series- Social Media- Embracing the Future of Communication by Lanre

Aina, Business Development Associate, Google. 

Introduction: 

How does Google view the social media?

The presenter responded that Google’s ultimate goal was search. Humans also wanted to know other

persons also searched. To understand the people you need to know about human activities. Google + was

created for this reason, so information was put in such a way that people can read it.He said there are

different ways to use the social media:

 They are truly interactive

 There is two-way digital many-many conversation.

 There are read and write web.

 Social communication that intersect with real life relationship.

According to the presenter, going social is equated to getting on the internet. There are a lot of challenges.

In order to overcome such challenges the following guiding principles should be used in dealing with the

social media:

a. 1st Principle: Be committed to writing – Be committed to creating content.

 We should believe that social media is a valuable tool to achieve our organizational goals.

 Have goals, strategy and a plans to evaluate the impact of your activities.

 Invest in resources e.g. time
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b. 2nd Principle: Be intentional: Have a larger vision

Questions to consider when developing a vision:

Who is your target audience?

Who do you want to reach?

What specific demographics?

What do you specifically want to accomplish by using social media?

What are your goals?

- Raise awareness about your organization and the issues you work on?

- Better brand recognition? 

- organizational vision and mission 

- Develop meaningful relationship with online influencers?

- Get people to take action on campaigns?

- Fundraise for your organization?

- Increase attendance for an event?

- Educate and inform audiences about issues? Etc

How do social media connect with your overall?

How can they be used as a tool to advance your current work?

How much time and resources will you invest to manage social media activity? 

He said Channels Television has a team of young people who are managing their social media.

c. 3rd Principle: the world is your oyster  

The story of ‘Girls Run the World’: like four years ago Beyoncé visited East Africa and during the visit

she came across a group of dancers called Tofo-Tofo. When she was planning to act the song she asked so

many artists to imitate the Tofo-Tofo dance steps but they could not do it so she had to fly the Tofo –Tofo

dancers to the US to teach her team.
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Mr. Lanre Aina of Google Nigeria and a cross-section of participants at the seminar

d. 4th Principle: Amateur rule. Professional lead.

The presenter gave example of J.D. Sachs who made a comment about Nigeria during the fuel subsidy

protest  which he had to withdraw because of the replies he received from Nigeria.  And the story of

Omojuwa when he lost his IPAD on Arik but because of the amount of pressure mounted on Arik through

the social media they had to get it back for him.

e. 5th Principle:  Social  media  is  never  about  the  one-off  event.  It  is  about  continuous

programming.

f. Consumers have become participants and co-creators

He said it is very important for an organization to keep its social media windows open for comments and

respond to same whenever there is need for the reply.

g. 7th Principle: Subscribers are everything

The presenter cited Michelle Phan who averages 200k – 250k on the 1st day of a video drop.   

h. 8th Principle: in your online dealings, take time to try out video content.

According to the presenter video content can get the message to audience faster.

i. 9th Principle: Leverage your online network to build your offline support.

The presenter cited example of how MI organized an online interview with Governor Fashola of Lagos

state.
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J. 10th Principle: Openness and Accessibility

The presenter further stated that social media should be used for educating and informing the public.

The user should always be on customer service. Journalist should practise citizen journalism where

they leverage crowd sourced information. Create your own content and report about yourself. Social

media should be expanded beyond one single platform-Google.

Social media user should dive deeper and engage viewer participation. 

Recycling value from thin air, that is engaging only on Radio and TV.

He then asked the participants to trouble shoot their experiences with the social media:

- Mr.  Ballama  said  he  once  uploaded  a  request  for  vehicles  to  use  to  visit  one  remote  Local

Government in Borno state. A man saw my post and he gave us two land cruiser pickups.

- Mr Iyobosa also shared with the house  a story of his friend being duped of some  amount of money

by Facebook scammers.

- The Resource person advised that there is need for the police to be on the social media.

- Mr. Folami Jubril of Lagos Television said his organization has twitter and facebook account but

people are not viewing it.

- The Resource person advised that they should fine tune it and get people like Pat Utomi to speak

online. Their accounts will be up and going.  

DAY 2:

 ON THE GROUND EXPERIENCES: TALK SHOW WITH NGO-REPRESENTATIVES

1. How did Nkiru  reached you on line?

Mr. Ballama: I went to Yobe state to make phone call when I saw her text message and then a call.

2. Where do you go for making calls apart from Yobe?

 Mr. Ballama: sometimes people go to Cameron to make calls especially people that are very close to

boarder

3. I heard that there are licensed Cafes still working in Maiduguri?

Mr. Ballama: yes, there are.

4. I heard that some people get attacked on their way to make phone calls. Did you lose a friend in

that process?

I lost a friend in that process on his when he was attacked by the some by some unknown gun men.

Niger Delta
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                   Femke Van Zeijl anchoring an interview session with the representatives of the CSOs

5. Do you remember the case of a woman raped by the militants which was reported in the media

recently?

Chom Ogbgu: yes, there is a camp called Ogabra camp where a lot of women were raped by the militants.

Some of the victims complained that the Federal Government is giving aid support and amnesty to people

who are very notorious with criminal activities.

6. Has the amnesty programme impacted on the lives of ordinary Niger Deltans?

Chom Ogbogu: the amnesty has not impacted on the lives of ordinary Niger Deltans. I think most of the

people that submitted themselves to amnesty are not the real militants and most of the militants in the

South-East never submitted themselves to the amnesty. 

Journalists:

7. Did somebody report the Niger Delta?

Iyabosa: Chom Ogbagu may know what I do not know but a process of registration was organized and

executed. The militants were categorized into different categories: educated, Illiterates, and the Literate

and they were given training in accordance with their status.

Journalist: I am based in Warri. There was a time the militants came to my protesting that if  I do not

report their case in the medium I work they will burn the station. Their major complaint was that they

were trained by the government but nothing was given to them as a startup capital. I told them that I am
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just an employee in the station so I cannot guarantee that their complaint will be aired. However, I assure

them that  I  am going to  discuss  their  grievance  with  my superiors.  Their  complaint  was  eventually

reported by the organization I worked in.

Maiduguri

8. Who among you visited Maiduguri?

Journalist: I visited Maiduguri in 2007. I went there for an academic research. The city was peaceful. It

has extreme weather in cold and hot seasons. During the crises I visited the city again. On arrival a person

was shot dead in my presence.

9. Did you take any security measure during your stay?

I contacted a fellow journalist even before going there. He assisted me during my stay.

10. Who are the Civilian JTF?

Ballama: Civilian JTF is a group of youth who hunting the insurgents. They have accurate knowledge

about them.

11. What do people feel about them?

People see them as heroes. But they are not right all the time. They make mistakes.

12. What do you think about Civilian JTF?

Brig. General: we see them security supporters. They are undergoing training now and they are being

managed well.

13. How are the insurgents recruited?

They kidnap people  and forcefully  recruit  them.  They recruit  some by giving  them drugs.  But  their

number  is  drastically  reducing.  They were initially  tolerated  by the  government.  Most  of  them were

settlers with small number of indigenes.

14. Why did the state Governor fold his arms as the problem was escalating?

The society feels that the former Governor sponsors thugs with arms and that he may have a hand in their

activities.

15. What do you think is happening in the creek? Is it a war?

Chom Ogbagu: it depends on how you define war, but there is a problem there. The militants are into oil

bunkering. They process like 10,000 barrels of crude oil a day. They are in control of the area. When we

want to access the community we had to get the permission of Tom Polo. Tom Polo has an educational

foundation. He supports the community. He is very influential in the creeks. 

16. You predicted full-faced insurgency in that region!

Yes. 
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     Femke Van Ziejl: I think as journalists we should alert the government about the problems which may

lead to the full-faced insurgency so that government may take proactive measures to guard against it.

Maiduguri

17. How do you see the Civilian JTF?

The works of the Civilian JTF is being downplayed by the government and the media. Hence, there was a

time the coalition of Civil Society Oranizations CSOs issued a communiqué explaining the works of the

JTF and Civilian JTF and their excesses.

Comments:

 The Civilian JTF only helps in identifying the insurgents.

 I lived in Maiduguri all my life till 2012. I believe that people in Maiduguri see the Civilian JTF as

celebrities.

 PRO Borno: Civilian JTF are currently being supported by the state government through training.

Niger Delta:

18. Do people in the Niger Delta listen to the media?

Most of the people in the Niger Delta are disconnected from the media because they do not believe what

they are saying. However, most of the JTF people are not disconnected from the media.

Comments

 PRO Delta: I was part of the team that collected arms from the militants. They were submitting

very outdated arms.

19. Are you covering up on some issues?

We only consider public interest when reporting.

20. Do you believe what the media is writing about the Niger Delta?

They just do not go to the creeks so they do not know anything about Niger Delta. 

 I took some journalists round the Niger Delta for them to see the Niger Delta very well. One of

them said after  we finished going round “If  I  am part  of  the Niger  Delta,  I  will  make this  country

ungovernable.” 

The Kingdom of Netherland Embassy

Dr. Hashim of the dRPC introduced the Ambassador to address the participants.

The ambassador commenced his speech by welcoming the participants to the seminar. He thanked the

organizers, dRPC, Femke Van Zeijl and Dr, Abdulrauf of Oxford. He stressed that although he recently

came to Nigeria but he has observed that the programme is achieving the desired result.  He said that
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ideally there should be no restriction on the freedom of journalist to report but the reporting must be

responsible and balanced.

       

    The Ambassador of the Kingdom of Netherland to Nigeria while delivering his speech at the seminar

Presentation of Guidelines

The  anchor  invited  three  people,  a  journalist,  a  Police  officer  and  a  person  from  the  civil  society

organization, to the high table to present the guidelines to the press. The police officer presented part of

the guidelines which are related to the media, the journalist presented part of the guidelines which are

related to the Government and the person from the civil society organization presented the guidelines

which are meant for both the media and the government.

After reading out the guidelines,  the presenters were then asked to present the guidelines to the Vice

President; Nigerian guild of editors who was invited for the official handover of the guidelines. The Vice

President said he hopes that the guidelines will change the reporting system in Nigeria.
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                 Some participants presenting R2R Guidelines to the Vice President Nigerian Guild of Editors

Femke Van Zeijl: asked the participants themselves and share an eye opener with their colleagues.

 I learnt how to use the social media;

 We had an in-house training in my organization (Leadership Newspapers);

 My  organization  spearheaded  the  initiation  of  a  network  of  Civil  Society  Organizations  in

Maiduguri.

 There was a time when somebody from the EFCC called to inform us that Deputy Speaker of the

National House Assembly and his daughter were arrested by the EFCC but when I followed the story I

discover that it was not true.  

 A participant from Maiduguri said the media should try to reflect public interest in their reporting.

He  gave  example  of  a  biased  report  of  the  media  on  the  fact  the  people  of  Maiduguri  want  the

telecommunication network restored. He said that this is not the popular opinion of people in Maiduguri.

NB: during the workshop it was announced that Police Public Relation Officer of Enugu was awarded

the best PRO in West Africa and that of Kano as the best in Northern Nigeria.

At the end of the workshop, certificates were distributed to all the participants by the organizers. Femke

Van Zeijl gave out gifts to Dr. Abdul Rauf, Dr. Hashim and the dRPC staff, for organizing a successful

seminar.
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RETURN SESSION OF RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT SEMINAR

GOVERNMENT GROUP
DAY ONE, TUESDAY 26/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZATION POSITION PHONE 
NO

EMAIL

1
ASP Lucky Uyabeme Police PPRO Delta 0803539830

7
luckyuyabeme@gmail.com

2
DSP Aminu Lawan NPF PPRO Kaduna 0803345565

0
aminulawanaliyu@yahoo.com

3
Mohd B. Ali NOA Director 0803580181

8
Mb.ali.56@yahoo.com

4 Elisha M. Sabo NOA State Director 0803888158
8

saboelisha@yahoo.com

5 Farinloye Ibrahim NEMA P. Information 0806771520
3

ibrahimfarinloye@yahoo.com

6 Nwakpa O. Nwakpa NRCS/NHQs Head of 
Comm

0803473620
0

nwakpaon@gmail.com

mailto:luckyuyabeme@gmail.com
mailto:nwakpaon@gmail.com
mailto:ibrahimfarinloye@yahoo.com
mailto:saboelisha@yahoo.com
mailto:Mb.ali.56@yahoo.com
mailto:aminulawanaliyu@yahoo.com


                                                                                                             
7 Shehu Umar Abdul NRCS Kaduna Branch Sec. 0806077225

5
Shehu.umarabdul@yahoo.com

8 Gideon Jibrin NPF PPRO Borno 0802503992
2

jibrinphilemon@yahoo.com

9 Nasiru Isa Kano Hisbah O.C/A.PRO 0805452881
5

Naseerisah10@gmail.com

1
0

ASP Daniel A NPF
Staff officer 
FPRO 0803499305

8
danielkeyz@yahoo.co.uk

1
1 ASP Magaji M. Majia NPF PPRO Kano 0806647134

1
Magajimusa5@gmail.com

1
2 DSP Ebere Amaraizu NPF PPRO Enugu 0803882908

6
Kenegod2008@gmail.com

1
3 Halima Suleiman NEMA Info Officer 0803787480

6
halimasulieman@yahoo.com

1
4

Brig Gen AC 
Olukolade

Defence 
Headquarters Director 0802301194

1
chrisolukolade@yahoo.com

1
5 Pojal Okechukwu

Defence 
Headquarters

Defence 
Reporter 0803473876

3
ellaokechukwu@yahoo.com

mailto:ellaokechukwu@yahoo.com
mailto:chrisolukolade@yahoo.com
mailto:halimasulieman@yahoo.com
mailto:Kenegod2008@gmail.com
mailto:Magajimusa5@gmail.com
mailto:danielkeyz@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:Naseerisah10@gmail.com
mailto:jibrinphilemon@yahoo.com
mailto:Shehu.umarabdul@yahoo.com


                                                                                                             
1
6 Rahina. S. Kitchener

Defence 
Headquarters

Defence 
Reporter 0803574475

4

stephanierahinakitchener@yahoo.c
om

RETURN SESSION OF RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT
GOVERNMENT GROUP

DAY TWO, WEDNESDAY 27/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZATIO
N

POSITION PHONE 
NO

EMAIL

1
ASP Magaji M. Majia NPF PPRO Kano 0806647134 Magajimusa5@gmail.com

mailto:Magajimusa5@gmail.com
mailto:stephanierahinakitchener@yahoo.com
mailto:stephanierahinakitchener@yahoo.com


                                                                                                             
1

2
Shehu Umar Abdul NRCS Kaduna Branch Sec. 0806077225

5
Shehu.umarabdul@yahoo.com

3
ASP Lucky Uyabeme Police PPRO Delta 0803539830

7
luckyuyabeme@gmail.com

4 Nwakpa O. Nwakpa NRCS/NHQs Head of Comm 0803473620
0

nwakpaon@gmail.com

5 Okechukwu Stella D H Q Defence 
Reporter 

0803473876
3

ellaokechukwu@yahoo.com

6 Mohd B. Ali NOA Director 0803580181
8

Mb.ali.56@yahoo.com

7 Elisha M. Sabo NOA State Director 0803888158
8

saboelisha@yahoo.com

8 DSP Ebere Amaraizu NPF PPRO Enugu 0803882908
6

Kenegod2008@gmail.com

9 Farinloye Ibrahim NEMA P. Information 0806771520
3

ibrahimfarinloye@yahoo.com

mailto:ibrahimfarinloye@yahoo.com
mailto:Kenegod2008@gmail.com
mailto:saboelisha@yahoo.com
mailto:Mb.ali.56@yahoo.com
mailto:ellaokechukwu@yahoo.com
mailto:nwakpaon@gmail.com
mailto:luckyuyabeme@gmail.com
mailto:Shehu.umarabdul@yahoo.com


                                                                                                             
1
0

Seji Ezegam NPF Asst. FPRO 0805288237
2

ezegams@yahoo.com

1
1 Gideon Jibrin NPF PPRO Borno 0802503992

2
jibrinphilemon@yahoo.com

1
2 Rahina. S. Kitchener

Defence 
Headquarters

Defence 
Reporter 0803574475

4

stephanierahinakitchener@yahoo.c
om

1
3 ASP Daniel Akpor NPF Staff officer 

FPRO
0803499305
8

danielkeyz@yahoo.co.uk

1
4 Halima Suleiman NEMA Info Officer 0803787480

6
halimasulieman@yahoo.com

1
5 Brig Gen AC 

Olukolade
Defence HQ Director 0802301194

1
chrisolukolade@yahoo.com

1
6 Nasiru Isa Kano Hisbah O.C/A.PRO 0805452881

5
Naseerisah10@gmail.com

mailto:Naseerisah10@gmail.com
mailto:chrisolukolade@yahoo.com
mailto:halimasulieman@yahoo.com
mailto:danielkeyz@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:stephanierahinakitchener@yahoo.com
mailto:stephanierahinakitchener@yahoo.com
mailto:jibrinphilemon@yahoo.com
mailto:ezegams@yahoo.com


                                                                                                             

RETURN SESSION RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT
MEDIA GROUP

DAY ONE, TUESDAY 26/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZA
TION

POSITIO
N

PHONE 
NO

EMAIL TWITTE
R/FB

1 Folami 
Jubril

LTV Reporter/
Editor

0703468
1326

jubrilfolami@yahoo.com

2 Eucheria.
U. 
Akarue

(Melody FM)
DBS, Warri

Editor 0806414
8888

Blessingakarue4edu@gmail.com  akarue4edu@ya  
hoo.com

3 Sani 
Tukur

Premium 
Times

Editor 0803364
7570

sanitukur@gmail.com @sanicon
ti 

4
Philip 
Nwelih

Cool 
Wazobia FM,
Abuja

Editor 
News

0803708
5440

pnwelih@gmail.com @philipn
welih 

Bilkisu Ditv/Alheri Editor 0802363 blikisui@yahoo.com

mailto:blikisui@yahoo.com
mailto:pnwelih@gmail.com
mailto:sanitukur@gmail.com
mailto:akarue4edu@yahoo.com
mailto:akarue4edu@yahoo.com
mailto:Blessingakarue4edu@gmail.com


                                                                                                             
5 Abdulrah

man
Radio 5197

6
Bashir 
yahuza 
M/F

Daily Trust Sub-Editor 0806557
6011

Byahuza03@yahoo.com @byahuz
a

7
Ejiro 
Barrett

Nigerian 
Observer

Columnist 0706878
7523

ejibar@gmail.com @ejiro_b
arrett

8
Farida 
Yahya 
Usman 

Speshworld.c
om

Editor 0703212
2173

Farida.yahya@gmail.com @speshY
H

9
Abubaka
r Salihu

Cool wazobia
FM Kano

Editor 0803809
0119

asalihu@coolwazobia.info @asalihu

1
0

Adamu 
Ismail 
Garki

Freedom 
Radio Kano

Manager 0803298
5576

adamugarki@yahoo.com

1
1

Douglas 
Nwune

The Trent Editor 0816910
0002

douglasnwune@yahoo.com

1
2 Ezenwa 

Patrick
ESBS Enugu

HOD 
Reportoria
l

0703984
2970

1
3 Chukwu

buike 
Madu

FRCN, 
Enugu

Senior 
Editor

0803742
7387

chuksnuel4u@yahoo.com

1 Director 0803314 iyobosa15@yahoo.co.uk

mailto:iyobosa15@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:chuksnuel4u@yahoo.com
mailto:douglasnwune@yahoo.com
mailto:adamugarki@yahoo.com
mailto:asalihu@coolwazobia.info
mailto:Farida.yahya@gmail.com
mailto:ejibar@gmail.com
mailto:Byahuza03@yahoo.com


                                                                                                             
4 Iyobosa 

Uwugiar
on

Leadership 3902

1
5 Bimbo 

Oyetund
e

FRCN
Head 
Business 
desk

0805920
3856

bimbooyetunde@yahoo.com

1
6

Okies 
Okporm
or Victor

Urhobo 
Voice 
Newspaper

Editor 0803748
7077

okiesveeky@yahoo.com

1
7

Malcolm
Oteri

DBS Warri Editor 0806955
8362

malcolmoteri@yahoo.com

RETURN SESSION OF RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT

mailto:malcolmoteri@yahoo.com
mailto:okiesveeky@yahoo.com
mailto:bimbooyetunde@yahoo.com


                                                                                                             
MEDIA GROUP

DAY TWO, WEDNESDAY 27/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZA
TION

POSITIO
N

PHONE
NO

EMAIL TWITTER/
FB

1 Eucheria
.  
Akarue

(Melody 
FM) DBS, 
Warri

Editor 0806414
8888

Blessingakarue4edu@gmail.com  akarue4edu@  
yahoo.com

2 Sani 
Tukur

Premium 
Times

Editor 0803364
7570

sanitukur@gmail.com @saniconti 

3
Douglas 
Nwune

The Trent Editor 0816910
0002

douglasnwune@yahoo.com

4
Ejiro 
Barrett

Nigerian 
Observer

Columnist 0706878
7523

ejibar@gmail.com @ejiro_barret
t

5
Folami 
Jubril

LTV Reporter/
Editor

0703468
1326

jubrilfolami@yahoo.com

6
Philip 
Nwelih

Cool 
Wazobia 
FM, Abuja

Editor 
News

0803708
5440

pnwelih@gmail.com @philipnweli
h 

7
Bilkisu 
Abdulra
hman

Ditv/Alheri 
Radio

Editor 0802363
5197

blikisui@yahoo.com

8
Chukwu
buike FRCN, Senior 0803742 chuksnuel4u@yahoo.com

mailto:chuksnuel4u@yahoo.com
mailto:blikisui@yahoo.com
mailto:pnwelih@gmail.com
mailto:ejibar@gmail.com
mailto:douglasnwune@yahoo.com
mailto:sanitukur@gmail.com
mailto:akarue4edu@yahoo.com
mailto:akarue4edu@yahoo.com
mailto:Blessingakarue4edu@gmail.com


                                                                                                             
Madu Enugu Editor 7387

9
Malcolm
Oteri

DBS Warri Editor 0806955
8362

malcolmoteri@yahoo.com

1
0

Adamu 
Ismail 
Garki

Freedom 
Radio Kano

Manager 0803298
5576

adamugarki@yahoo.com

1
1

Abubaka
r Salihu

Cool 
wazobia FM 

Head of 
News 

0803809
0119

asalihu@coolwazobiafm.com @salihu.com 

1
2 Ezenwa 

Patrick
ESBS Enugu

HOD 
Reportori
al

0703984
2970

Ezenwapatrick2013@yahoo.com

1
3

Bashir 
yahuza 
M/F

Daily Trust Sub-
Editor

0806557
6011

Byahuza03@yahoo.com @bashirmalu
mfash

1
4 Bimbo 

Oyetund
e

FRCN
Head 
Business 
desk

0805920
3856

bimbooyetunde@yahoo.com

1
5

Okies 
Okporm
or Victor

Urhobo 
Voice 
Newspaper

Editor 0803748
7077

okiesveeky@yahoo.com

1
6

Farida 
Yahya 
Usman 

Speshworld.c
om

Editor 0703212
2173

Farida.yahya@gmail.com @speshYH

mailto:Farida.yahya@gmail.com
mailto:okiesveeky@yahoo.com
mailto:bimbooyetunde@yahoo.com
mailto:Byahuza03@yahoo.com
mailto:Ezenwapatrick2013@yahoo.com
mailto:asalihu@coolwazobiafm.com
mailto:adamugarki@yahoo.com
mailto:malcolmoteri@yahoo.com


                                                                                                             
INVITED MEDIA PARTICIPANTS FOR PRESS RELEASE

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZATI
ON

POSITION TEL.NO EMAIL TWITTER/
FBOOK

1 Ahmed 
Shekarau

Peoples’ Daily Editor 08033244
015

shekarau@gmail.com

2 Suleiman Uba 
G

Editor 08035676
295

suleimanub@gmail.com

3 Abdullahi 
Mohd

Reporter 08030891
861

kyaulamuhemm@yahoo.com

4 Etta Micheal B Blueprint Reporter 08037865
928

Mob4real57@yahoo.co.uk

5 Nnodim 
Blossom 

Bleompee LTD Curator 08033413
213

blcompere@gmail.com @blcompere

6 Reno Omokri 08079875
320

reno@renomokri.org

7 Nnene Antia Nig. Press 
Council

Asst. 
Director 
(Production
)

08033143
799

nilaloe@yahoo.com

RETURN SESSION OF RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT SEMINAR
CIVIL SOCIETY GROUP

mailto:nilaloe@yahoo.com
mailto:reno@renomokri.org
mailto:blcompere@gmail.com
mailto:Mob4real57@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:kyaulamuhemm@yahoo.com
mailto:suleimanub@gmail.com
mailto:shekarau@gmail.com


                                                                                                             
DAY ONE, TUESDAY 26/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZATI
ON

POSITIO
N

PHONE 
NO

EMAIL TWITTER/FB

1 Ballama 
Mustafa

Herwa 
Community 
Devt Initiator

Project 
Manager

08034758
787

ballamasm@gmail.com

2 Imam Sani 
Isah

Waff RD 
Mosque Forum 
–KD

Chief 
Imam

08099347
836

Isahsani2@gmail.com

3 Chom Bagu Search for 
common ground

Country 
Director

07037707
724

cbagu@sfeg.org  cbagu.oti@yahoo.  
com

4 Nwoye 
Franca

SSDO
Programm
e Manager

07039381
579

franca@southsaharan.org

mailto:franca@southsaharan.org
mailto:cbagu.oti@yahoo.com
mailto:cbagu.oti@yahoo.com
mailto:cbagu@sfeg.org
mailto:Isahsani2@gmail.com
mailto:ballamasm@gmail.com


                                                                                                             

RETURN SESSION OF RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT SEMINAR
CIVIL SOCIETY GROUP

DAY TWO, WEDNESDAY 27/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZATI
ON

POSITIO
N

PHONE 
NO

EMAIL TWITTER/FB

1 Ballama 
Mustafa

Herwa 
Community 
Devt Initiator

Project 
Manager

08034758
787

ballamasm@gmail.com

2
Nwoye 
Franca

SSDO
Programm
e Manager

07039381
579

franca@southsaharan.org

3 Chom Bagu Search for 
common ground

Country 
Director

07037707
724

cbagu@sfcg.org  cbagu.oti@yahoo.  
com

4
Imam Sani 
Isah

Waff RD 
Mosque Forum 
–KD

Chief 
Imam

08099347
836

Isahsani2@gmail.com

mailto:Isahsani2@gmail.com
mailto:cbagu.oti@yahoo.com
mailto:cbagu.oti@yahoo.com
mailto:cbagu@sfcg.org
mailto:franca@southsaharan.org
mailto:ballamasm@gmail.com


                                                                                                             

RETURN SESSION OF RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT SEMINAR
ORGANIZERS/FACILITATORS
DAY ONE, TUESDAY 26/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME OR
G

POSITION PHONE NO EMAIL TWITTER/FB

1 Umar Ahmad 
Umar

dRP
C

Program Asst 07032509985 Umarumar1983@yahoo.com

2 Nkiru Duru dRP
C

Program 
Officer

08034712884 nationalprojectsatdrpc@yahoo.c
om

@durunkiru

3 Sabo Usman dRP
C

Driver 07030693637

4
M.M. Ishola dRP

C
Accountant 08053915464 isholamm@gmail.com @isholamuhamma

d1 

5
Lanre Aina Goo

gle
B.Associate 08120001060 lanre@google.com @lanreaina

6
Femke Van Zeijl

mailto:lanre@google.com
mailto:isholamm@gmail.com
mailto:nationalprojectsatdrpc@yahoo.com
mailto:nationalprojectsatdrpc@yahoo.com
mailto:Umarumar1983@yahoo.com


                                                                                                             

7
A.R.Mustapha

8
Yahaya Hashim

RETURN SESSION OF RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT SEMINAR
ORGANIZERS/FACILITATORS

DAY TWO, WEDNESDAY 27/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZATI
ON

POSITIO
N

PHONE 
NO

EMAIL TWITTER/FB

1
M.M. Ishola dRPC Accountan

t
08053915
464

isholamm@gmail.com @isholamuhamma
d1 

2
U. A. Umar dRPC Program 

Asst
07032509
985

Umarumar1983@yahoo.com @farouq2015

3
John Groffen NL Embassy Ambassad

or 
Jcm.groffen@minbuza.nl

mailto:Jcm.groffen@minbuza.nl
mailto:Umarumar1983@yahoo.com
mailto:isholamm@gmail.com


                                                                                                             
4 Manci 

Parlisic
NL Embassy AS 11 manciparlisic@minbuza.nl

5 Nkiru Duru dRPC
Program 
Officer 08034712

884

nationalprojectsatdrpc@yahoo.
com

@durunkiru

6
Eric de 
Landmets NL Embassy Defence 

Att
Eric-de-landmetes@minbuza.nl

7
Fidelia 
Onoghaje Netherland Emb

SNP 
Policy 
Adv

08036590
879

Fidelia.onoghaje@minbuza.nl

RETURN SESSION OF RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT SEMINAR
GOVERNMENT GROUP

ARRIVAL DAY, MONDAY 25/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZATI
ON

POSITION PHONE 
NO

EMAIL TWITTER/FB

1 ASP Magaji M. 

mailto:Fidelia.onoghaje@minbuza.nl
mailto:Eric-de-landmetes@minbuza.nl
mailto:nationalprojectsatdrpc@yahoo.com
mailto:nationalprojectsatdrpc@yahoo.com
mailto:manciparlisic@minbuza.nl


                                                                                                             
Majia NPF PPRO 

Kano
08066471
341

Magajimusa5@gmail.com

2
Gideon Jibrin NPF PPRO 

Borno
08025039
922

jibrinphilemon@yahoo.co
m

3
Elisha M. Sabo NOA State 

Director
08038881
588

saboelisha@yahoo.com

4 Mohd B. Ali NOA Kano Director 08035801
818

Mb.ali.56@yahoo.com

5 Nwakpa O. N NRCS/NHQ Head, 
Comm

08034736
200

nwakpaon@gmail.com

6 Shehu Umar 
Abdul

Nigerian Red 
Cross

Branch 
Sec.Kd

08060772
255

Shehu.umarabdul@yahoo.
com

7 Farinloye Ibrahim NEMA
Public. 
Infor. 
Officer

08067715
203

ibrahimfarinloye@yahoo.c
om

8
ASP Lucky 
Uyabeme Police PPRO 

Delta
08035398
307

luckyuyabeme@gmail.com

9 DSP Ebere 
Amaraizu

NPF PPRO 
Enugu

08038829
086

Kenegod2008@gmail.com

mailto:Kenegod2008@gmail.com
mailto:luckyuyabeme@gmail.com
mailto:ibrahimfarinloye@yahoo.com
mailto:ibrahimfarinloye@yahoo.com
mailto:Shehu.umarabdul@yahoo.com
mailto:Shehu.umarabdul@yahoo.com
mailto:nwakpaon@gmail.com
mailto:Mb.ali.56@yahoo.com
mailto:saboelisha@yahoo.com
mailto:jibrinphilemon@yahoo.com
mailto:jibrinphilemon@yahoo.com
mailto:Magajimusa5@gmail.com


                                                                                                             

1
0

Nasiru Isa Kano Hisbah O.C/A.PRO 08054528
815

Naseerisah10@gmail.com

RETURN SESSION RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT
MEDIA GROUP

ARRIVAL DAY, MONDAY 25/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZA
TION

POSITIO
N

PHONE
NO

EMAIL TWITTER/
FB

1 Okies 
Okporm
or Victor

Urhobo 
Voice 
Newspaper

Territory 
Editor 

0803748
7077

okiesveeky@yahoo.com

2
Iyobosa 
Uwugiar
on

Leadership 
Director 
Editorial

0803314
3902

iyobosa15@yahoo.co.uk @rexiyobosa 

3
Douglas 
Nwune

The Trent EDALGE 0816910
0002

thetrentnews.com

4
Sani 
Tukur

Premium 
Times

Editor 0803364
7570

sanitukur@gmail.com @saniconti 

5
Ejiro 
Barrett

Nigerian 
Observer

Columnist 0706878
7523

ejibar@gmail.com @ejiro_barret
t

Bashir Aminiya/ Sub- 0806557 Byahuza03@yahoo.com @bashirmalu

mailto:Byahuza03@yahoo.com
mailto:ejibar@gmail.com
mailto:sanitukur@gmail.com
mailto:douglasnwune@yahoo.com
mailto:iyobosa15@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:okiesveeky@yahoo.com
mailto:Naseerisah10@gmail.com


                                                                                                             
6 yahuza 

M/F
Trust Editor 6011 mfashi

7
Malcolm
Oteri

DBS Warri Editor 0806955
8362

malcolmoteri@yahoo.com

8
  Akarue
E.U

DBS, Warri 
Melody FM 
Warri

Editor 0806414
8888

Blessingakarue4edu@gmail.com  akarue4edu@  
yahoo.com

9
Bilkisu 
Abdulra
hman

Ditv/Alheri 
Radio

Editor 0802363
5197

blikisui@yahoo.com

1
0

Folami 
Jubril

LTV Reporter/
Editor

0703468
1326

jubrilfolami@yahoo.com

1
1

Farida 
Yahya 
Usman 

Speshworld.
com

Editor 0703212
2173

Farida.yahya@gmail.com @speshYH

1
2

Chukwu
buike 
Madu

FRCN, 
Enugu

Senior 
Editor

0803742
7387

chuksnuel4u@yahoo.com

1
3

Abubaka
r Salihu

Cool 
wazobia FM 

Head of 
News 

0803809
0119

asalihu@coolwazobiafm.com @salihu.com 

1
4 Ezenwa 

Patrick
ESBS Enugu

Head 
Reportori
al

0703984
2970

Ezenwapatrick2013@yahoo.com

1 Adamu Freedom Manager 0803298 adamugarki@yahoo.com

mailto:adamugarki@yahoo.com
mailto:Ezenwapatrick2013@yahoo.com
mailto:asalihu@coolwazobiafm.com
mailto:chuksnuel4u@yahoo.com
mailto:Farida.yahya@gmail.com
mailto:jubrilfolami@yahoo.com
mailto:blikisui@yahoo.com
mailto:akarue4edu@yahoo.com
mailto:akarue4edu@yahoo.com
mailto:Blessingakarue4edu@gmail.com
mailto:malcolmoteri@yahoo.com


                                                                                                             
5 Ismail 

Garki
Radio Kano 5576

1
6 Bimbo 

Oyetund
e

FRCN
Head 
Business 
desk

0805920
3856

bimbooyetunde@yahoo.com

RETURN SESSION OF RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT SEMINAR
CIVIL SOCIETY GROUP

ARRIVAL DAY, MONDAY 25/11/2013

S
/
N

NAME ORGANIZATIO
N

POSITION PHONE 
NO

EMAIL TWITTER/FB

1
Ballama Mustafa

Herwa 
Community Devt
Initiator

Project 
Manager 08034758

787

ballamasm@gmail.
com

2
Imam Sani Isah

Waff Rd- 
Mosque Forum –
Kad

Chief Imam
08099347
836

saniisah@yahoo.co
m

3
Okere S. Ngozi DAG 08038166

578
snokere@yahoo.co
m

mailto:snokere@yahoo.com
mailto:snokere@yahoo.com
mailto:saniisah@yahoo.com
mailto:saniisah@yahoo.com
mailto:ballamasm@gmail.com
mailto:ballamasm@gmail.com
mailto:bimbooyetunde@yahoo.com

